A Level Sociology
The function of sociology, as of every science, is to reveal that which
is hidden.
Pierre Bourdieu
Welcome to Woodhouse
Sociology department and this
dynamic, exciting and
challenging subject.
You have chosen a subject that
will make you think deeply and
challenge previous notions you
may have had about how society
is organised and why. You will
certainly have a very different
outlook on the world by the end
of your course.

Previous Student - Lina
Sociology has provided me with skills
to organise my thinking produce more developed
answers. As someone who studies bio, chem
and maths, on top of sociology, I have found that
sociology has given me the ability to see things
from different perspectives which has definitely
helped me tackle the more difficult, evaluation
skills when it comes to lab work. It is also for
people who like to debate and throw ideas around
the classroom.

Aims of this summer work pack
This summer work pack is designed to start
you thinking sociologically. It will introduce
you to some of the key concepts and key
theories of sociology and further develop
Previous student - Jasmine
skills you have gained during your GCSEs –
Sociology is a great subject. I really
such as researching topics and problem
enjoy that it looks at society and
relates to the world we live in today.
solving. This pack is designed to provide you
It’s very interesting and interlinks
with 15 hours of study, keep your mind
with other humanity subjects well. I
think it is very beneficial subject
academically active and - whether you have
which can create good work
studied sociology before or not - give you
opportunities n the future.
pause for thought. The beauty of sociology
is that you are surrounded by it all the time.
From the decisions that are made about who does the washing up in your home,
to why you applied to study at Woodhouse college. From ‘fake news’ and new
media to why some people end up in prison. Sociologists are interested in ALL of
these questions.

Work your way through this pack, completing the tasks as you go along – there will
be opportunities for wider reading at the end if you are drawn to a particular topic.
You will be discussing, sharing and presenting your findings during the induction
period in September, this work will form part of your sociology induction grade, so
should be complete in full.
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Look out for these boxes – here you will find the tasks to be completed. Use extra
paper if and when needed – do a little everyday and enjoy! I’m looking forward to
meeting you all.

What is Sociology?
Sociology is the study of society and of people and their behaviour. Sociologists
study a wide range of topics. For example, the AQA A Level specification includes
topics such as gender, ethnicity, social class, crime and deviance, social behaviour,
social inequalities, marriage & divorce, education inequalities, childhood and
domestic violence. In studying topics like these, sociologists create theories to
explain human behaviour and the working of society. Theories are explanations of
the patterns we find in society. For example, we may have a theory as to why there
are differences in girls’ and boys’ achievement levels in school. A theory tries to
make generalisations. For example, it tries to say why boys in general do less at
school that girls, rather than why simply this or that individual boy does less well.
Sociology is an evidence based subject. This means it is not just about the
sociologist’s personal opinions. Opinions and theories must be backed up by facts
about society. Sociologists therefore collect evidence methodically by carrying out
research to establish whether their theories are correct. A good theory is one that
explains the available evidence.
One of the main issues we study in sociology is equality – how and why society is
unequal, and why different people have different chances of succeeding in life. This
will be the focus of this work pack.
Sociologists believe society can be broken down into different parts: social
institutions. These include: education, the family, the mass media (TV and
newspapers), the criminal justice system, health and religion. These different parts
work together and play an important role in shaping our lives. They also believe
that every society has a culture, which means a way of life, and a set of norms
(expected behaviours) and values (what we hold to be important).
We study the AQA specification, and the
following topics:
Education
Families and Households
Media
Crime and deviance
Theory and Methods
These are divided into three papers, which
are each 2-hour exams and make up 100%
of your final grades.
You can find the specification here

Quick check: find and write out the definitions of the
following key concepts.
Social institutions

Norms

Values

Culture

Sanctions

Primary socialisation

Secondary socialisation

Social control

Still not sure what sociology
is? Check out this youtube clip
for further information

Study Skills
One of the biggest differences from GCSE to A’Level is the amount of independent study that will be
expected. The ability to take notes from your textbook as well as during class is an important skill you
will need to develop. There are a variety of methods, however the Cornell approach has proved
successful for many students and links to other skills you will need. For example, being able to recall
and use information effectively and apply this knowledge to a range of exam question.
Watch this clip and have a go at the Cornell method by taking notes from the video here

Society and Identity
Who are you? Are you part of a group, an individual, a student, a
sister, a brother? Identity is about how we see and define ourselves,
our personalities, and how other people see and define us. Many
aspects of our individual identity are influenced by agencies of
socialisation. These are structures or groups of people.

Suggest six examples of structures or groups of people that have impact on you.

Individuals are like moulded putty, squished and
squashed by society and its structures, but there
are decisions we make that are driven by
internal motivations. Behaviour that comes from
within us – decisions we make in order to do
things - is called agency. Agency behaviour is
meaningful and a reflection of self-will.
Sometimes we can challenge and oppose
structures, and in this way we help construct a
part of our identity.
List three agency decisions you have made or will make today. (e.g. getting dressed)

Make a poster of how your identity is shaped by factors in your life.
Consider agency factors and structural factors.
Brainstorm some ideas first on what you can include in your poster. Think about
what images would be best to represent aspects of your identity.

Sociological theories
In Sociology, there are three main sociological perspectives, or ways of looking
at society:
Functionalists: these sociologists believe society
runs smoothly, and is made up of different parts
which all work together to keep society stable.
They believe people agree on what is important
(there is a value consensus) and people generally
conform to the norms of society. They tend to focus
on the positive functions of different parts of
society. Watch this video here to find out more.
Marxists: based on the ideas of Karl Marx, they focus
on inequalities based on social class (how much or
little money someone has). They believe this is the
main inequality in society. They argue there are two
main classes: the working class (proletariat) and
ruling class (bourgeoisie) and believe the ruling class
own and exploit the workers, treating them badly
and giving them low pay so they can make more
money for themselves. Watch this video here find out
more.
Feminists: see gender inequality, this is
inequality between men and women, as
the main inequality in society. They argue
women are treated badly and exploited by
men, and that society is patriarchal (maledominated). Watch this video here to find
out more.
Watch all three videos on the different sociological theories – which do you think is
the most plausible? Can you think of examples from your life experience that any of
these theories could explain? You might want to use Cornell notes taking as you watch
– you will need to be prepared to feedback about all three theories during induction.

Society and inequality
Is Britain fair?

Two babies are born in the same place. Do they
have an equal chance of…
… being healthy?
… going to university?
… getting a well-paid job?
… avoiding prison?
… succeeding in school?

Look at the following cartoons and statistics. Does everyone have an equal chance to
succeed? Why or why not? Write your sociological response in the box provided on the next
page.

• One third (30%) of children in Britain live in
poverty
• People born into the most deprived (poor)
areas of the UK are likely to live, on average,
10 years less than those in affluent (well off)
areas
• Only 30% of those receiving Free School Meals
(FSM) (low family income) achieve a pass in
English and Maths at GCSE compared to 60%
of those who do not receive FSM
• Only 7% of the population go to feepaying schools, but they make up
42% of students at Oxford and
Cambridge and dominate top jobs in
law, journalism, politics and health
• Last year, there was a 13% increase
in food bank use
These statistics paint a bleak picture of
whether or not Britain is a fair society.
Before we engage in the debate of
whether or not Britain is fair, we must
define what we mean by this.
In Sociology, a ‘fair’ society is a society where everyone has equality of opportunity – everyone
has an equal chance of achieving success and their background does not determine this.
Sociologists call this a ‘meritocracy’ – a society where status is based on merit (hard work and
talent) rather than the position you are born into. In a meritocracy, effort should be the only
factor determining the position someone gains in life. Other sociologists also dispute whether
meritocracy is actually fair as it will always leave some people at the top and some people at
the bottom.

Society and inequality
Does everyone have an equal chance to succeed? 300 Word Limit
Using what you have learnt about sociological theories from page 7 and your own
wider reading answer the above question.
Top Tip: Choose a theoretical theory you agree with and write from that perspective
Challenge yourself: Write from the sociological perspective you disagree with!

Does everyone have an equal chance to succeed?
Your response and why or why not here

Functionalists believe contemporary (modern) Britain is a meritocracy and that success is
determined only by hard work.
Marxists disagree with functionalists, arguing society is not a meritocracy. They believe those
born into the working class (poorer members of society) have less chance of succeeding in life.
They believe the upper class (the rich) have a much higher chance of succeeding and dominate
the top positions in society.
Feminists also disagree, arguing women have less chance of succeeding than men. They argue
society is patriarchal, meaning that men have an inbuilt advantage compared to women, and
that women are disadvantaged and oppressed.
Other sociologists believe people from ethnic minority backgrounds are disadvantaged, due to
individual and institutional (embedded) racism.

Sociology of Education
Is the education system fair?

Education policy institute
found disadvantages
children were 18 months
behind their peers by the
time they took their GCSEs
More affluent (advantaged)
students have heard 30
million more words than
disadvantaged students by
the time they are 5.
Pupils can claim Free
School Meals if their
household income is less
than £16,000, so it is used
as a measure of social class
or poverty.

What percentage more students not on FSM achieve a grade 5 in English and Maths compared to
students on FSM?
What does this show about which students do better in education?
Can you think of any reasons for this?
At school, children from different backgrounds receive very different outcomes in education.
Here are some of the main reasons:
• Material deprivation – students may lack the physical resources they need to study, like books
and internet access. How might this impact their exam results?
• Labelling – students may be labelled as lower achieving by teachers. This is when teachers
attach a label to students and treat them differently. They may see working class students as
less motivated, less able and less hard working. How might this impact their results?
• Parental attitudes – parents from working class backgrounds may be less involved and less
engaged in their children’s education, possibly because they had a bad experience of school
themselves.
• Many wealthy parents can afford to send their children to independent schools too.
• Some sociologists also argue ethnic minorities have a worse experience of education, because
they experience racism and institutional racism. Some also argue these inequalities are due to
differences in the family structures of different ethnicities.
Research task: on the next page - read the articles and watch the documentaries and listen to
the podcast to get a better understanding of the inequalities in education. Use the information
to write 300 words explaining why education in contemporary Britain may not be fair,
including which groups may be more disadvantaged. Remember to include key concepts and
sociological ideas.

You should read, watch or listen to AT LEAST 3 of these:
Podcast: Professor Cecil Wright discussing the ethnic inequalities in education, including her
experiences at school
Article: Diane Reay explaining the unequal treatment of working class children in education
Documentary: Too Poor for Posh School?
Clip: Should we abolish private schools?

Write your response here using sociological ideas, theories and concepts
300 word limit

Sociology of Family
Is family life fair?
If we were to rewind to the 1950s, we would
see that family life used to be very unequal.
Women were expected not to have a paid
job, but to complete all the housework and
childcare, whilst men would go out and work.
Look at this page from Housekeeping
monthly in 1955. Video clip here
• What does this show about the role of
women in the family?
• What would feminists think about this?
• How has this changed?
Today, men and women are more equal.
Women are likely to have a paid job as well as
men, and men and women are both likely to
contribute to family life and tasks. However,
there are still inequalities between men and women in the family. Men are usually paid more
than women, and so have more power, and women often still complete up to 60% more
housework and childcare than men.

Many women must perform the ‘double shift’ – which means doing two shifts of work, one in
their paid role, and one at home. Some sociologists also argue that women perform more
emotional labour – remembering birthdays, comforting people when they are upset, scheduling
appointments and so on.
Should women do more housework and childcare than men? Why/ Why not? Write like a
feminist!

Research task: read/ watch/ listen to the sources on the next page and record the
key points. Then write 300 words explaining whether or not family life in the UK is
fair. Include feminist ideas and concepts in your written response.

You should read or watch to AT LEAST 4 of these:
Article: Why is there still a housework inequality gap?
Article: The ‘tradwife’ movement, encouraging young women to revert to 1950s expectations
Article: What is emotional labour?
Documentary: What stands in the way of women becoming equal to men?
Clip: Sociologist Arlie Hoschild discussing the second shift

Write 300 words explaining whether or not family life in the UK is fair.
Include Feminist ideas and concepts in your written response.

Sociology of Crime and Deviance
Is the criminal justice system fair?
The criminal justice system refers to all parts of the system that creates and enforces the laws.
This includes the government, who create and pass laws, police officers, who enforce the laws,
judges, who decide sentences for those convicted of crimes and prison and probation officers.
Here are some statistics on the criminal justice system:
•
•
•
•
•

Black people are 9 times more likely to be stopped and searched by the police
The police are 3 x more likely to use force against black people
Young, black males are overrepresented in prison
Ten times more women reported having been sexually assaulted than men
Less than 4% of the prison population in the UK is female.

There are many explanations for these statistics, summarised below:
• Institutional racism: this means racism embedded in the criminal justice system. The murder
of Stephen Lawrence in 1993 by five white youths led to the Macpherson Report of 1998 and
revealed the huge extent of institutional racism in the police force – the report recommended
increasing the diversity of the police force and establishing an independent police complaints
service, but there are still concerns of institutional racism in the police today.
• Family structure: Tony Sewell argues lone parent families are likely to lead to black boys
being involved in crime
• Poverty: people from some ethnic minority backgrounds are more likely to live in poverty and
therefore more likely to commit crime.
• The differential treatment of different groups, particularly different ethnicities, in the criminal
justice system demonstrates one of the main inequalities which remains an issue in the UK,
affecting people’s life chances significantly.
• This results both in it appearing that more ethnic minority groups, especially black people,
commit more crime (when they may just be targeted more by the police) and ethnic minority
individuals not being taken seriously as victims of crime.
• In addition, feminists argue women are often not taken seriously as victims of crime like
domestic violence and sexual assault. They argue the patriarchal criminal justice system are
keen to blame women for making themselves into victims of these crimes by dressing/ acting
a certain way.
• Even though there are a specific set of laws that everyone must follow, sociologists argue that
these rules and the enforcement of the law are applied differently, unequally, to different
groups of people, resulting in these inequalities.

Research task: read/ watch/ listen to the sources on the next page, and write 300
words describing whether or not the criminal justice system is fair and why or
why not. Apply the key terms and sociological ideas into your responses.

You should read or watch to AT LEAST 4 of these:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guardian interview: ‘Sexual Violence is still not taken seriously enough in Whitehall
Article:I thought I knew about feminism – then I started work in a women’s prison
Article: Institutional Racism 20 years after Stephen Lawrence’s murder
Article: David Lammy describing why stop and search is unfair
BBC Teach Clip: Institutional racism
Documentary: Stephen Lawrence, Time for Justice
Clip: Tony Sewell explaining his perspective that lone parent families lead to black boys being involved in
gangs
• Clip: David Lammy discussing racial bias in the Criminal Justice System

Write 300 words describing whether the criminal justice system is fair and
why or why not. Apply the key terms and sociological ideas into your
responses.

Conclusion
Should we/could we make society fairer
Analysing the negative aspects of society can paint a bleak picture of both society and
Sociology, but an important part of sociology is considering society’s problems in order to
think about how we can improve society.
As we emerge from a global pandemic – these questions are being asked in every country
right now and arguably sociology has never been so important.
Making society better starts with individuals – how we treat other people, interact with
others and what we expect and ask of others.
There are also bigger changes we can encourage and lobby for, for example, by writing to
your local Member of Parliament. These could be: reforming the criminal justice system,
abolishing private schools, introducing a higher minimum wage or closing the gender pay gap.

What three things would you do to change society for the better?

1.

2.

3.

Society and social change
The social world is changing. Some argue it is growing; others say it is shrinking. The important point
to grasp is: society does not remain static over time; it constantly changes - through decades and
centuries and across countries and societies. We want to investigate why and how societies change
and why societies are different from each other.

Think of 3 different ways society has changed over the last 100 years. Try to be specific
about the change eg. homosexuality is no longer illegal.

Now, name 3 ways in which
British society is different to
others (America, Italy etc.)

Social Change: Society Over the Decades
The social world is changing. Some argue it is growing; others say it is shrinking. The important point to grasp is:
society does not remain static over time; it constantly changes - through decades and centuries and across
countries and societies. We want to investigate why and how societies change and why societies are different
from each other. We will be referring to this during your induction week.

Using the information from the 1960s-2022 identify 3 different ways society has changed
over the past 65 years. Be specific and explain why this social change has occurred.

Now for each sociological
theory identify an issue over
the decades that would
support their arguments and
explain why. Refer to at least 2
decades to show changes over
time.

Functionalism....

F

Feminism....
Marxism....

1964

POLITICS &
CRIME

Labour, under Harold Wilson,
narrowly won the general election,
by 317 seats to 304 for the
Conservatives.

1960s

1965

Death penalty is
abolished

1969 Divorce Reform Act
(enacted 1971)

Divorce to become easier to
access. This was a revolutionary
piece of legislation as it widened
the grounds for divorce to
‘irretrievable breakdown of
marriage.’ Couples still had to give
reasons for their divorce such as
unreasonable behaviour. As a
result of this legislation the overall
divorce rate and total number of
divorces steadily increased. It is
important to note that the divorce
rate had been increasing before
this act, possibly because of
changes in attitudes) and the
divorce rate has declined since
1993.

SOCIO POLITICAL
ECONOMIC CHANGES.
FAMILY

1967 Legalisation of the contraceptive
pill. Women who were unmarried were
now allowed to obtain the contraceptive
pill.

1967

Abortion and homosexuality are
legalised
.

EDUCATION

1963 New universities open and

students get state support. Statepaid fees and maintenance grants
were designed to help increase the
percentage of working-class
students go to universities.
New universities were established,
including Essex, Lancaster, Kent
and Sussex

1965
The comprehensive education system
is initiated.
Obliged local education authorities to
draw up plans for replacing the
existing division between 'grammar'
and 'secondary modern' schools in
order to create all-inclusive
'comprehensive' schools. It
represented the first step towards an
education system that served all pupils
on an equal basis.
.

1978/79

POLITICS

Strikes paralyse Britain during the socalled ‘winter of discontent' Hospitals
were picketed, the dead left unburied,
and troops called in to control rats
swarming around heaps of uncollected
rubbish.

May 1979
Conservative Margaret
Thatcher becomes Britain's
first female prime minister

1979

The IRA kill the Queen's cousin Lord
Mountbatten

1970 Equal Pay Act

1970s

In 1968 850 female sewing
machinists at the Ford factory in
Dagenham went on a lengthy strike
because they were paid 15% less
than their male colleagues, despite
doing the same work. This triggered
the Equal Pay Act.
The act came into force 29th
December 1975- the same day as
the Sex Discrimination Act.

SOCIO POLITICAL
ECONOMIC CHANGES .
FAMILY

1975

Race Relations Act
Protection from discrimination on
grounds of race.
Sex Discrimination Act.
Protection from unfavourable
treatment on the grounds of sex or
marital status.

1971

First British soldier is killed in
Northern Ireland's 'Troubles’

1972 ‘Bloody Sunday’

British troops fire on protestors in
Londonderry, North Ireland.

1970

Conservatives win general election,
Edward Heath is prime minister

1972

Idi Amin expels Uganda's Asians and
many settle in Britain

.

ECONOMICS

1973
Britain joins the European Union

1988

POLITICS & FAMILY

Section 28
It was brought in to"prohibit the
promotion of homosexuality” by local
authorities.

1986

Major national industries privatised

1984

1987

IRA bombers target the Conservative
conference in Brighton.

Conservative Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher wins a third
term

1983

Conservative Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher is re-elected by a landslide

1984

12-month miners’ strike over pit
closures begins

Children's Act 1989
Gave children the right to protection
from abuse and exploitation and put
child welfare at the heart of social
services. It also reinforced the
central principle that children were
best looked after, wherever possible
within families.

EDUCATION
1988 Education Reform Act

1980s

To introduce free market principles
(competition and parental choice)
into the education system with the
aim of raising standards in education.
The reflects a neoliberal/ new right
view.

SOCIO POLITICAL
ECONOMIC CHANGES .
RACE
RELATIONS

1981

ECONOMICS

Brixton Riots: arrest of a local black
man marked the start of violent
unrest across England. Many of the
riots reflected specific local problems,
especially poor relations between
predominantly black communities and
the police.

1982
Economic recession leads to
high unemployment

1980s
.

Industrial jobs in decline, a decline
in the manufacturing sector and
expansion of service sector.

ECONOMICS

FAMILY
& POLITICS

1999
Employment Relations Act
Equal rights for part time workers
Time off for dependants
Unpaid parental leave
Maternity leave extended to 18 weeks

1994

First women priests are ordained by
the Church of England
The decision was rejected by
traditionalists.

1998
Parental Orders introduce
1998 National Minimum Wage ACT

1997
Scotland and Wales vote in favour of
devolution
1995 Disabilty Discrimination Act

The Child Support Agency,
1993 – established to ensure
absent fathers paid maintenance
for the upbringing of their children

1990s

1992

'Black Wednesday’ - sterling,
under strong financial pressure
from speculation on the money
markets, was pulled out of the
European Union's Exchange Rate
Mechanism

SOCIO POLITICAL
ECONOMIC CHANGES .

1992
Conservatives win the general
election, returning John Major as
prime minister

RACE
RELATIONS

1990

1990

Margaret Thatcher resigns and
John Major becomes prime
minister

Introduction of new local taxes sparks
poll tax riots in London
The Conservative plans for a poll tax,
provoked vocal opposition across
Britain in the form of anti-poll tax
rallies and acts of civil disobedience.

.

ECONOMICS

1997
Labour wins the general
election, with Tony Blair as prime
minister Voters responded to
‘New Labour'.

1997
Diana, Princess of Wales, dies in
a car crash in Paris
Diana was the ex-wife of the heir
to the British throne, Charles, Prince
of Wales. Diana's death in a car crash in
Paris provoked widespread public
mourning. On 6 September, one million
people lined the streets of London for
her funeral.

Tony Blair's priorities were ‘education,
education and education‘, click on
hyperlink...
New Labour continued
marketisation policies introduced in
1988. See below for educational
changes

EDUCATION

1990s

SOCIO POLITICAL
ECONOMIC CHANGES .

Education
Maintenance
Allowance (EMA) was
paid to students aged
16-19 who were from
lower income
families.
Excellence in Cities

. The Excellence in

Citiies programme
gradually replaced
EAZs, targetting local
education authorities
in deprived areas

Sure Start
Sure Start Children’s
Centres are
responsible for
delivering services for
children under 5 and
their families.

POLITICS

Education Action
Zones
Education Action
Zones were set up to
raise the attainment
levels of students in
low income, inner city
areas
Academies
The academies
programme
introduced by New
Labour was primarily
aimed at failing
schools

State secondary schools can apply
to become specialist schools in one
or two of ten specialisms
(e.g. maths, science, sports
etc.)Specialist schools demonstrate
New Labour’s rejection of the Old
Labour idea of of the ‘one size fits all
comprehensive school’.

1998

Good Friday Agreement establishes a
devolved Northern Irish assembly
An agreement between Northern
Ireland's nationalists and unionists
was reached after 30 years of
conflict, as a result British
government negotiations and US
pressure on Sinn Féin, the political
wing of the Irish Republican Army.

1999

Britain decides not to join the
European Single Currency. The 'euro'
was launched as an electronic
currency used by banks, foreign
exchange dealers, big firms and
stock markets in 1999
.

1997

Britain hands Hong Kong back to
China. After more than 150 years of
British rule, Hong Kong was returned
to Chinese control.

POLITICS

2004
Ten new states join the European
Union from eastern and southern
Europe joined the European
Union, making it the largest
trading bloc in the world by
population. Their inclusion
sparked fears, stoked by lurid
media stories, of a huge influx of
'economic migrants' from the
poorer eastern countries to the
wealthier western countries such
as Britain.

2000s

.

2003
Britain joins the US in an
invasion of Iraq
2001
Islamic terrorists crash
aircraft on targets in New
York and Washington
2001
Labour wins the general
election, with Tony Blair
returned as prime
minister

SOCIO POLITICAL
ECONOMIC CHANGES .

2001
Britain joins the US in strikes
on Taleban-controlled
Afghanistan. The first
retaliation to the terrorist
attacks of '9/11'.

FAMILY
2003 – Every Child Matters
This was a government report
following the death of Victoria
Climbie
It outlined five key principles
that every child should have the
right to:
• Be healthy
• Stay safe
• Enjoy and achieve
• Make a positive contribution
• Achieve economic well-being

2001
The nine-month epidemic of
'foot-and-mouth' disease
resulted in the culling of
millions of animals and
devastated large sections of
the rural economy

.

ECONOMICS
2000
Global stock markets
tumble as the 'dotcom
bubble' bursts

MEDIA
2009
UK officially enters a recession

2008
"Black Monday":
2008 The US elects its first black
president, Barack Obama

.

2009

Jade Goody dies. Her illness and
funeral, like her rise to fame, are
documented on television

2009

2008 Carol Ann Duffy named first
woman poet laureate

2000s

Saddam Hussein is executed.
The video of his hanging causes
controversy when it is released
on the internet

2007

Celebrity Big Brother racism row
erupts, resulting in the Jade
Goody backlash

SOCIO POLITICAL
ECONOMIC CHANGES .
FAMILY

2005

POLITICS

Civil partnerships give same-sex
couples legal rights

2006
Work and families act
Maternity leave extended to 52
weeks
Flexible working rights extended to
carers

2002
Employment Act
2 weeks paternity leave
Right to request flexible working
Adoption leave

2001

Working family Tax credit

2005

Labour wins a third consecutive term
with Tony Blair as prime minister
Labour won, but with a substantially
reduced majority. Tony Blair joined
Margaret Thatcher as the only postwar prime ministers to have won three
successive general elections.

2005
Suicide bombers kill 52 people on
London's transport system

2005

Kyoto Protocol on measures to
control climate change comes into
force.

2011
The killing of 29-year old Mark
Duggan by police is a catalyst for
widespread rioting and looting in
many poorer areas of London, and
in several other English cities.

.

POLITICS
2011

The Arab Spring - revolutions and
protests in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and
several other Arab countries. The
Syrian civil war begins.
Britain plays a prominent part in the
international intervention in the
conflict in Libya.

2011

Osama bin Laden is killed during a
US raid.

2010

2010s

SOCIO POLITICAL
ECONOMIC CHANGES .
MEDIA

2011 The government
announces a public inquiry,
the Leveson Inquiry, into
phone hacking and
police bribery by now defunct
the News of the
World newspaper, and the
culture and ethics of the
British newspaper industry in
general.

Conservative Party win election but
without an overall majority in the
House of Commons. Conservative
leader David Cameron forms the first
coalition since the Second World War,
with the Liberal Democrats led by
Nick Clegg. The coalition government
announces large-scale public spending
cuts aimed at reducing UK's budget
deficit.

EDUCATION
The Coalition greatly increased the
number academies, by allowing any school
to convert to an academy if the school and
parents wanted it and by forcing
‘satisfactory’ or below schools to become
academies.
Free Schools—free schools are new schools
set up by parents or charitable organisations.
They are free from the National Curriculum
and give parents even more choice over
schooling.
Scrap Educational Maintenance Allowance
& Reduced funding to Sure Start Centres
Introduced the Pupil Premium—schools to
get extra funding for each student they take
from a low income household
Introduced maintenance HE grants for
children from low income backgrounds.

FAMILY

2016

EU Referendum
UK votes to leave the EU
The UK has voted to leave the EU by
52% to 48%.

2014

Same-sex marriage becomes legal in
England, Wales and Scotland.

2013
Children were required to remain in
education or work with training until
at least the age of 18.

2010 Equality Act

The Equality Act 2010 legally
protects people from discrimination
in the workplace and in wider
society. It replaced previous antidiscrimination laws with a single
Act, making the law easier to
understand and strengthening
protection in some situations.

2010s

SOCIO POLITICAL
ECONOMIC CHANGES .
MEDIA

Jimmy Savile, DJ, fund-raiser and
eccentric media personality, died. Aft
er his death 2011 it emerged that he
had been a prolific and predatory
sex offender. 2016 The Dame Janet
Smith review identified 72 victims of
Savile - including eight who were
raped - and 21 victims of Hall, over
five decades from 1959. She said BBC
culture "was deeply deferential" and
staff were reluctant to speak to
managers about complaints. Director
general Lord Hall said the BBC had
failed to protect the victims.
The review found that senior
managers were not told of complaints
about Savile because of an
"atmosphere of fear" which still exists
in the BBC.

2014 Children
& Families Act

Brought in under the coalition
government, the Act is broad in its
scope. It brings together lots of
different areas of law that affect
children, especially vulnerable
children, and codifies how they are
protected in law.
To give you a summary of the
main impact of the Act:
Adoption processes have been
updated and made faster.
Children in care get more rights.
The family justice system has been
reformed to be faster and fairer on
children.
Rights of children with special
educational needs have been
strengthened.
Child welfare in care and in school
has been improved.
The childcare sector should see a
growth in participation.
Shared parental leave has been
introduced so new mums and dads
can split time off.
A new Children’s Commissioner role
has been introduced to provide
advocacy.

POLITICS
2015

At the general election in May, the
Conservative Party win a majority –
against the predictions of pollsters.

2014

Support surges for the UK
Independence Party (UKIP) in local
. and European elections.

2014

The UK ends combat operations in
Afghanistan.

2013

The House of Commons votes
against UK military involvement in
Syria.

POLITICS

2020s

Marriage and Civil Partnership
(Minimum Age) Act 2022
In an attempt to end child marriages in
England & Wales, the law has recently
been changed to increase the
minimum age for people getting
married. Under the newly introduced a
person cannot get married
(or enter into a Civil Partnership) in
. England and Wales until they are 18
years of age

FAMILY
2022 Divorce Reform Act

The Divorce, Dissolution and
Separation Act 2020 reforms the
legal requirements and process for
divorce. The act aims to reduce the
potential for conflict amongst
divorcing couples by:
• removing the ability to make
allegations about the conduct of a
spouse
• allowing couples to end their
marriage jointly

ECONOMICS
.

Wider Reading
Another key skill for all A’Level subjects and beyond, towards university, is
engaging with your chosen subjects on a deeper level. You will only have 3 or 4
subjects to focus on – so going beyond the specification and looking at how the
contemporary issues can be looked at through the lens of your subjects is how
you will find A’Levels more enjoyable and access the higher grades.

Choose something from the Wider Reading, Watching or Listening list that you are
going to report back on during induction week.
Brave New World – Aldous Huxley
Animal Farm – George Orwell
1984 – George Orwell
Chavs: The Demonisation of the Working Class – Owen Jones
Educated – Tara Westover
The Establishment and How They Get Away With It – Owen Jones
The Handmaid’s Tale – Margaret Atwood (also a series)

Natives – Akala
Noughts and Crosses – Malorie Blackman (also on BBC iPlayer)
Invisible Women – Caroline Criado Perez
Vox – Christina Dalcher
The God Delusion – Richard Dawkins
Outsiders: Studies in Sociology of Deviance – Howard S Becker

Folk Devils and Moral Panics – Stanley Cohen
A Glasgow Gang Observed – Patrick James
Gang Leader For A Day – Sudhir Venkatesh
The Beauty Myth – Naomi Wolf
A wide range of newspapers including The Guardian and Independent
Everyday sexism project here

Wider Watching
Any documentaries, including Panorama, Louis Theroux, Stacey Dooley

Poor Kids: Life on the Breadline (Child Poverty Documentary) Real Stories from
BBC
Ted Talks/Sociology
Dispatches Channel 4 documentary series
BBC Sociology of culture programmes
Years and Years (BBC iPlayer)

The Godfather (part 2 is the best)
My Scientology Movie
The ‘Up’ series (eg. 56 Up, 63 Up) on Netflix or Youtube –
The Secret Life of 5 year olds (Channel 4 series)
I, Daniel Blake (Amazon)
McMafia (Netflix)

Freedom Writer’s Diary (Amazon Prime)
Dangerous Minds
When They See Us (Netflix)
The Society (Netflix)
Love, Simon (Amazon Prime)
Made in Dagenham
Wonder (Netflix)
The Wife (Netflix)
Growing up gifted (BBC iPlayer) A unique look at social mobility through the
eyes of six bright teenagers.
A Bug’s Life or Antz (for Marxism)

Wider Listening
Thinking Allowed Allowed – BBC Sounds – Laurie Taylor explore the
latest research into how society works
Oxford University Department of Sociology Podcasts
The Sociology Show Podcast The Sociology show hosted by Matthew
Wilkin conducts interviews with a range of different people within the
world of Sociology.
Social Science Space A space to explore, share and shape the issues
facing social and behavioural scientists.
Digital Sociology Podcast Interviews by Chris Till with researchers of all
areas of digital culture and society.
The Social Breakdown the sociology podcast nobody wants, but
everybody needs

